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Here is some more options. I think GhostBar is the best one out there right now. They have.NET
and.NET Core versions and a ton of paid options. If you want something affordable but professional,

Spire does a great job. Oh boy. HTML Templating doesnt make it into the PDF Sharp library
unfortunately. Instead we are stuck with writing syntax like we are back in the GDI+ dark days of C#
:// Get an XGraphics object for drawing XGraphics gfx = XGraphics.FromPdfPage(page); // Create a

font XFont font = new XFont(Verdana, 20, XFontStyle.BoldItalic); // Draw the text
gfx.DrawString(Hello, World!, font, XBrushes.Black, new XRect(0, 0, page.Width, page.Height),

XStringFormats.Center);I get it that this was what you had to do in the year 2000, but its just not
going to fly right now. There are ways around this using another library that extends PDFSharp But

thats still another library that you have to grab and work with. So basically, in terms of a decent
template engine out of the box, its a fail. The following contents will show you how to use

Spire.Barcode to create Code93 barcode. It supports 42 characters, consisting of uppercase letters
(A through Z), numeric digits (0 through 9) and other special characters (, -, $, /, +, %, and space). It

is for use by companies, banks, government and other institutions. Free Spire.PDF for.NET can
protect PDF documents by setting passwords and digital signature. User password and owner

password can determine the encrypted PDF documents readability, modifiability, printability and
other selective restrictions. Meanwhile, digital signature, as a more effective method, can be applied

to safeguard and authenticate PDF documents.
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Yes, there is a way to tell
HTML to not allow a

document to change DPI,
so if you did that, and the
only thing that needed to

change was the page
size, it would be a very

quick implementation to
have an XSL to PDF

transformation where you
just map an HTML to a

template that is
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generated as a PDF with
the correct parameters

set. Tons of info on XSLT
and XSL-FO. The one you
point out in your review
is pretty good, but this
article will get you right

on track. (and yes, its old
and a little dated) http://
www.jenssegers.com/201
4/05/30/xslt-to-fo-mappin
g-stylesheets-to-pdf-tem

plates-with-xslt2fo-
apachetools/ As I
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mentioned earlier, i really
like the idea of mapping
to a template and then
convert that to a PDF. It
will make the process
better especially for

shorter documents.So
can you please share

your sources so that I can
go and investigate

further. I really like what
you said about “stopping

the document from
changing DPI” and its
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something I’ve been
thinking about as well. I
agree that templating is
something people are

looking for, and Im glad
you pointed that out. I

think it would be
something to play with.

Not mentioned is the fact
that with HTML2PDF its

possible for the output to
be “locked” so that it

does not get a DPI
changing that would use
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up precious paper on a
PDF. Its sort of similar to
modifying the CSS of an

image file to set the Docu
ment.DefaultPageSetting
s.PageSize and Documen
t.DefaultPageSettings.Pa

perSize properties to
prevent the entire

document from changing
DPI. I personally dont

really like to do that, but
it does keep the paper

nice and flat.But still cool
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